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0. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the Gibbs measures on mixing one-sided subshifts of
finite type. Let (X, S) be a mixing one-sided subshift of finite type and let φ : X — > R
be a continuous function with summable variation. Then there exists a unique S-invariant
probability measure μ$,
ψ
 on X, called the Gibbs measure of the system (X, 5, φ), which
maximizes the measure theoretic pressure [6]. It is well known that if φ, ψ : X — > R are
continuous functions on X with summable variation, then μ$,
φ
 = μs,ψ if and only if there
is a continuous function w on X such that
d
s
φ -
where the coboundary operator ds is defined by dsf = f — f ° S for any real- valued
function / on X. In this case, if φ and ψ are Holder continuous, then w must be Holder
continuous too. Moreover, it has recently been proved that if T : X — »• X is a positively
expansive endomorphism and 5 o T — T o 5, then (X, T) is also a mixing one-sided
subshift of finite type [1, 3, 4, 5], and (X, S) and (X, Γ) have the same Parry measure,
that is, μs5o = Mτ,o [1» 3, 4]. In this paper, generalizing these results, we find a necessary
and sufficient condition for two systems (X, 5, φ) and (X, T, ψ) to have the same Gibbs
measure(Theorem 2.2). Consequently, we prove that a cocycle admits an identical Gibbs
measure(Theorem 2.3).
1. Preliminaries
Let us introduce some preliminaries. A dynamical system is a pair (X, 5), where
X is a compact metric space with metric d, and 5 : X — > X is a continuous surjective
mapping. A dynamical system ( JΓ, S) is called a one-sided subshift if there is a finite
clopen partition A, called an alphabet for (J\Γ, 5), such that
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(S) if x, y G X and π(S^) = π(S*y) for alH = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then x = y,
where π = π^ : X — » .4 is the natural projection defined by x e π(x) for x G X.
Note that if (X, 5) is a subshift, then 5 : X — > X is positively expansive, i.e., there is a
positive constant e such that if x, y e X and d(5*x, S*y) < e for alH = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then
x = y. In particular, S : X — > X is locally one-to-one. If (X, 5) is a positively expansive
dynamical system, and φ : X — > R is continuous, then it is well known that there is an
5-invariant Borel probability measure μ on X, called an equilibrium state of the system
(X, 5, φ), such that
P = hμ + / φdμ,Jx
where P is the topological pressure of (X, 5, φ) and /ιμ is the measure theoretic entropy of
(X, 5, μ) [2, p.65]. For a positively expansive dynamical system (X, S) and a continuous
function ψ : X — > R, let #(-X", 5, y?) denote the set of all equilibrium states of (X, 5, φ).
Lemma 1.1. Let (X, S) be a positively expansive dynamical system and let φ
X — » R be continuous. Then for all continuous functions w : X —> R we have
Proof. Suppose that μ is an equilibrium state of (X, S, φ} or (X, 5, φ+dsw). Then,
since μ is 5-invariant, we have
/ dswdμ = I (w — w o S)dμ = I wdμ —wo Sdμ — 0,
Jx Jx Jx Jx
so that
φdμ = hμ + / (φ + ds)wdμ.
Jx Jx
On noting that the topological pressure is the supremum of all measure theoretic pressures,
we prove our assertion. Π
A subshift (X, 5) is said to be of finite type if there is an alphabet A together with a
0-1, A x A matrix M, called the transition matrix of (X, S, A), such that
(F) for (ai)^0 G *4N, there is a point x E X such that S*x e α» for all i =
0,1,2,... if and only if M(a^, a^+i) = 1 for alH = 0,1,2,
Such an alphabet is called a Markov alphabet. It is well known and easy to show that a
subshift (X, 5) is of finite type if and only if S : X —> X is a local homeomorphism. Let
(X, S) be a subshift of finite type, and let A be an alphabet for (X, S) with the transition
matrix M. If M is primitive, i.e., M^ > 0 for some positive integer TV, then we say that
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(X, 5) is a mixing subshift of finite type. Note that this definition does not depend on the
choice of an alphabet.
Let (Jf , S) be a subshift, and let A be an alphabet for (X, 5). For a function φ : X — >
R and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , we define
varkφ = sup{\φ(x) - φ(y)\ : x,y G W,W £ AV S~1AV - -V S~kA}.
It is easy to see that φ is continuous if and only if varkψ — > 0, as /c — > 0.
oo, then </? is said to have summable variation, and we denote by 5(A", 5) the set of func-
tions with summable variations. If there are a > 0 and β G (0, 1) such that var*^ < aβk
f o r k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then we say that φ is Holder continuous and denote by H(X, S) the
set of Holder continuous functions. It should be noted that the definitions of variation
summability and Holder continuity are irrelevant to the choice of an alphabet. The set of
all continuous functions on X will be denoted by C(X).
Lemma 1.2. Let (X, S) be a mixing subshift of finite type and let w G C(X). If
d
s
w G H(X, S\ then w G H(X, S).
Proof. For simplicity, write u — dsw. Let A be a Markov alphabet for (X, S).
Since ueΐί(X,S), there are α > 0 and β G (0, 1) such that
sup{|n(xι) - u(x2)\ :xι,x2£W}<aβk (W G A V S~1A V - - - V S~kA).
Since (X, S} is mixing, there is a point y whose forward orbit Γ = {y, Sy, S2y, . . . } is
dense in X. Fix a nonnegative integer k and let W G ^ lV5~1^.V VS~kA be arbitrary.
We will show that
from which our assertion will follow.
Let 5*2/, Sjy G W Π Γ, and assume that i < j. Then there is a point z G X such that
S^z = z and
TuίS^y) - π^(5^) (/ = 0, 1,2, . . . , j - i + fc).
Since S^~lz = z, we have
z) + + uίS5'-'-^) = 0,
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and hence
\w(Siy}-w(SJy)\
=|ii(5*y) + u(Si+1y) + ••• + u(S^ly)\
<|«(5*y) - u(z}\ + u(Si+1y) - u(Sz)\ + ••• + ^ (S^y) - u '^-'-1*)!
<aβj~i+k + aβi-i+k-1 + ••• + aβk+1
<-
It is well known that C(X) is a Banach space with the supremum norm || ||, and
its dual is the space of all signed Borel measures on X. Let M(X) denote the set of all
Borel probability measures of X. In the case that (X, S) is a mixing subshift of finite
type and φ G S(X, S) + dsC(X), the system (X, 5, φ) has one and only one equilibrium
state μs,φ, called the Gibbs measure of (X, S, φ). As we will see it in Theorem 1.4, the
Gibbs measures are represented as products of eigen-functions and eigen-measures of the
Ruelle operator which are defined as follows. Let H : X — > X be a surjective local
homeomorphism and let φ G C(X). Then the Ruelle operator C — Cκ,
φ
 C(X) — > C(X)
is defined by
£/(*)=
Note that >C/f5¥? is a well-defined bounded linear operator on C(X). From here on, the dual
operator of CH& will be denoted by JC*H φ or simply by £*.
Lemma 1.3. L ί^ H : X —> X be a local homeomorphism and let φ, ψ G C(X). Tjf
^C/ί ,^  = £>Hrf, then φ = ψ.
Proof. Let yQ G X be arbitrary. Since H : X — > X is a local homeomorphism,
there is a clopen neighborhood U of yo sucn that H \u is one-to-one. Then
Since the same identity holds for ^ , we conclude that φ = ψ. Π
The following theorem provides a very useful representation of the Gibbs measures.
The original form of the theorem was first proved by Ruelle, and Walters [6] proved it on
the condition that φ G S(X, S). We prove the result in a slightly generalized form, which
is needed to prove Theorem 2. 1 .
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Theorem 1.4 (Ruelle's Operator Theorem). Let (X, S) be a mixing subshift of finite
type, and let φ G S(X, S) + dsC(X). Then there are a positive real number λ, / G C(X),
and μ G M(X) such that
(a) £/ - λ/, £*μ = XμJ > 0, am/ /
χ
 /dμ - 1,
Q>) for all g G C(X), \\\~nCng - ( f
χ
 gdμ)f\\ -> 0 as n -> oo, am*
(c) ί/i£ Gibbs measure of the system (X, 5, </?) w given fry /dμ.
Here C = £s,φ and £* = £ ΐ^. Moreover, the \-eigenspaces of C and C* are 1-
dimensional, and the triple (λ, /, dμ) is uniquely determined by the properties (a) and
(b).
Proof. For the special case that φ G S(X, S), see [6]. The general case follows
from the special case and Lemma 1.1, because
where / : X —> X is the identity mapping. Π
From here on, the triple (λ, /, dμ) in the above theorem will be called the Ruelle
triple of (X, S, φ). It is clear that if (λ, /, dμ) is the Ruelle triple of (X, 5, φ), then
(λ, e~wf, ewdμ) is the Ruelle triple of (X, S,φ + d
s
w) for all φ G S(X, S) + d
s
C(X)
and w G C ( X ) . In particular, we note that the Gibbs measures of (X, 5, φ) and (X, S,φ +
d
s
w) are identical for all φ G S(X, S) + 0SC(X) and w G C(X).
Lemma 1.5. Let (X, S) be a mixing subshift of finite type, φ G S(X, S) + dsC(X)
and let (λ, /, dμ) be the Ruelle triple o f ( X , 5, φ). If g G C(X) satisfies
(
J
ghdμ = 0 (h G
x
then g = 0.
Proof. It is enough to show that
Γ
Xudμ ^ 0
for all nonempty clopen subsets U of X. Let U ^ 0 be an arbitrary clopen subset of X.
Since (X, 5) is mixing, there is a positive integer N such that
y > o (x e X).
Therefore
*N _/ -^  r\ i—i
"<ι mXudμ > U. LJ
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2. Main results
Before we prove the main results of the paper, we need one more lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let 5, T : X — > X be commuting local homeomorphisms on a com-
pact metric space X, and let φ and ψ be continuous functions on X. Then the Ruelle
operators Cs,
φ
 and £τ,ψ commute if and only ιfdτψ =
Proof. A straightforward calculation by the definition of the Ruelle operator yields
that
Similarly we have
The assertion immediately follows from these two identities and Lemma 1.3. Π
Let (X, 5) and ( X, T) be mixing subshifts of finite type, and assume that ST =
TS. Then there is a common alphabet A for (X, S) and (X, T}. Since S is positively
expansive, a compactness argument shows that for each positive integer k there exists a
positive integer / such that if x and y lie in the same member of AV S~1AV -V S~1A
then x and y lie in the same member of A V T~1Λ V V T~kA. It also holds if we
interchange S and T. Therefore we have S(X, S) = S(X, T) and H(X, S) = H(X, T).
From here on, we will use the simpler notations S and H to denote S(X, S) and H(X, S),
respectively.
Theorem 2.2. Let 5, T : X -> X be commuting maps such that (X, S} and (X, T)
are mixing one-sided subshifts of finite type, and assume that φ, ψ : X — > R are con-
tinuous functions with summable variation. Then μs,
φ
 = μτ,ψ if and only if there is a
continuous function w on X such that
Moreover, if φ and ψ are Holder continuous, then w is Holder continuous.
Proof. If φ, ψ 6 H, w e C(X), and d
τ
φ - d
s
ψ = d
s
d
τ
w, then d
s
d
τ
w G H, and
hence Lemma 1.2 implies that w G H. This proves the last statement of the theorem.
Now we prove the main assertion of the theorem. Assume that 3τψ — dsψ = dsdrw
for some w G C(X). Then 8τψ = d$(ψ + drw). By Lemma 2.1, we see that the
Ruelle operators Cs,
φ
 and Cτ,<φ+d
τ
w commute. Hence Cs,ψ and Cτ,ψ+d
τ
w have the
same eigen-functions and eigen-measures, and so the Gibbs measures of (X, 5, φ) and
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(X, T, -0 -f d
τ
w) are identical. Since (X, T, ψ) and (X, T,ψ + d
τ
w) have the same Gibbs
measure by Lemma 1.1, the 'if part of the assertion is proved.
We prove the converse. Now assume that we are given two functions φ, ψ G <S. Let
(λ, /, dμ) and (λ7, g, dv] denote the Ruelle triples of (X, 5, φ) and (X, T, ψ), respectively.
It is enough to prove that if fdμ = gdv then 8τψ — dsψ = <9s<9τ(log# — log /). First of
all, we may assume that λ = λ7 = 1 (if not, replace φ and φ by φ — log λ and ψ — log λ7,
respectively). Noting that for any h 6 C(X)
/ (g \
£τ,-04-dτ(logg-log/)k — ~£τ,ψ I ~^h I ,
9 \f J
we have
/
Jx
-CT^ h dμ
x 9
dv= I £τ,ψ (j
Jx \J
= /
J
- /
J
x J
hdμ.
x
Putting ψ = ψ + <9T(log 9 ~ loβ /)» we obtain
Then we have
/
«/ x
= ί ^
φ
Jx
= ί h (ti
Jx
- / h (hfoToS}dμ
Jx
= I ^T ° £s,
φ
h h'dμ
J
o S o
X
for all /ι, h' e C(X), and hence Lemma 1.5 implies that
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By Lemma 2.1, we conclude that
d
τ
φ = d
s
ψ = d
s
ψ + d
s
d
τ
(logg - log/),
which is what we desired. Π
Let 5, T : X — » X be commuting maps that (X, 5) and (X, T) are mixing one-
sided subshifts of finite type. Then it is obvious that (X, 5* o T 7) is a mixing one-sided
subshifts of finite type. Assume that φ, ψ : X — > R be continuous functions which satisfy
the relation drψ = dsψ. Then we can define, for each pair of nonnegative integers i and
j with ( i , j ) / (0, 0), a real-valued continuous function c^j) by
ί-i j-i
c(i,j} = Σφ*S
k
oTi+ΣφoTl
k=0 1=0
or equivalently
j-l i-l
1=0 k=0
This c is called the cocyle generated by φ and ψ. By a similar argument to the one in the
paragraph preceding Theorem 2.2, we find that if φ G S(X, S) and ψ G S(X, T) then
C(ij) G S(X, Sl o T 7). It can be easily checked that for all nonnegative integers i, j, m
and fe, not all zero,
O + C(m>n).
By interchanging (i, j) and (m, n) in the above identity, we have
Applying Theorem 2.2, we conclude that (X, Sl o Tj , c^j) ) have the same Gibbs measure
for all nonnegative integers i and j with (i, j) ^ (0, 0). This proves the following theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let 5, T : X -> X fo commuting maps such that (X, S) and (X, T)
are mixing one-sided subshifts of finite type, and assume that φ, φ : X — > R #re contin-
uous functions "with summable variation, which satisfy Oτψ = dsψ- Let c be the cocyle
generated by φ and ψ. Then, for any nonnegative integers i and j with ( i , j ) φ (0, 0),
(X, S^oT 7) is a mixing subshift of finite type and the Gibbs measures o f ( X , 5*oTJ, c^))
are identical.
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